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Abstract-WSN is a standout amongst the most ordinarily
specialized devices utilized as a part of numerous zones at
the life, in both civilians and militaries. These systems
composite from countless very small gadgets called sensor
hubs. The sensor hubs convey together by numerous
remotely systems. These communication systems
administrated by routing protocols. In this research paper
firstly the WSN network introduction is done for analyzing
the basic made-up of WSN communication, the current
research involves the EHS or energy harvesting system
based wireless network which is used to increase the
efficiency of conventional system increasing the lifetime
through a strategy which involves relaying of nodes with
EHS enables, so as to increase the life of conventional
nodes and resulting in a more balanced and stable network.
The simulation results show the efficiency in controlling
and balancing of network by switching between the nodes
based on the available battery life.
Keywords – Wireless Sensor network, Energy harvesting
system, Routing Protocol, Worldwide aircraft network,
DARPA.

I.
Introduction
A Wireless sensor network comprises of small gadgets,
which gather data by chipping in with one another. These
small sensing gadgets are called nodes [1] which comprise
of CPU (for information processing), memory (for
information stockpiling), battery (for vitality) and
transceiver (for receiving and sending signals or
information starting with one node then onto the next), as
demonstrated in Figure 1 The extent of every sensor node
fluctuates with applications. For instance, in some military
or reconnaissance applications it may be minutely small.

Figure 1: Sensor Node Architecture
Today, remote sensor frameworks are generally used as a
piece of the business and mechanical locales, for instance,
for e.g. environmental monitoring, habitat monitoring,
healthcare, process monitoring and surveillance [2]. A

valid example, in a military region, we can use remote
sensor frameworks to screen an activity. If an event is
situated off, these sensor hubs sense it and send the
information to the base station (called sink) by relating
with distinctive hubs. In WSNs the primary wellspring of
life for the hubs is the battery. Relating with distinctive
hubs or recognizing activities exhausts a lot of vitality in
preparing the information and transmitting the gathered
information to the sink [3]. In many cases (e.g.
surveillance applications), it is undesirable to supplant the
batteries that are drained or depleted of vitality.
Subsequently, there is a need to discover force mindful
and upgraded framework lifetime conventions for remote
sensor arranges with a specific end goal to overcome such
vitality proficiency issues.
Smart
environments
represent
the
following
transformative advancement venture in building, utilities,
industrial, home, shipboard, and transportation
frameworks automation. Like any conscious living being,
the keen environment depends above all else on tangible
information from this present reality [4]. Sensory
information originates from various sensors of distinctive
modalities in disseminated areas. The savvy environment
needs data about its surroundings and also about its inward
workings; this is caught in organic frameworks by the
qualification in the middle of exteroceptors and
proprioceptors. The difficulties in the pecking order of
detecting the relevant quantities, monitoring and gathering
the information, surveying and assessing the data, figuring
significant user displays, and performing decision-making
and alarm functions are tremendous. The data required by
smart environments is given by Distributed Wireless
Sensor Networks, which are in charge of sensing and in
addition for the first phases of the processing hierarchy.
The significance of sensor systems is highlighted by the
quantity of recent funding initiatives, including the
DARPA SENSIT program, military projects, and NSF
Program Announcements [5].
It is surely understood that wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) is a self-association remote system framework
constituted by quantities of vitality constrained EHS
sensors under the pennant of modern application (IA) [6].
These days, WSN is broadly utilized as a compelling
medium to coordinate physical world and data world of IA
[7]. In the sensor networks, every sensor hub is both a
sensor and a router, and its processing capacity,
stockpiling limit, communication capacity, and power
supply are constrained. In this way, the outline of system
topology, routing algorithm, and protocol is the most key
and key work in the investigation of the extensive scale
WSN communication framework [8]. Lately, keeping in
mind the end goal to adjust the vitality utilization and keep
up scope and network, numerous components are
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connected to WSN topology control and routing outlining
[9]. A large portion of the genuine systems of IA, free of
their age, capacity, and extension, meet to comparable
architectures [10] in this way specialists attempted to
fabricate a brought together model for complex systems in
the most recent decades. In [11], Erdös and Rényi propose
ER random graph model in light of exemplary diagram
hypothesis and statistical physics. In [12], the small-world
property of complex system is found by Watts and
Strogatz, who set up the WS small-world system model. In
[13], Barabási and Albert construct the BA model, which
uncovers the scale-free characteristic of complex systems.
In [14], the BBV weighted system model is made by
Barrat, Barthélemy, and Vespignani; this model
characterizes the quality of associations, as well as takes
the change of association quality into thought, which
makes the model closer to real system of IA. These days,
BBV model is broadly used to break down the real
complex systems, for example, researcher collaboration
network (SCN) and worldwide airport network (WWAN)
[15].
Like SCN and WWAN, there are various hubs and
community structures (clusters) in WSN, critical hubs
(cluster heads) have a larger number of associations than
regular hubs. Numerous scrutinizes on " energy hole "
demonstrate that the information stream on every
association shifts impressively in WSN in view of these
diverse separations to the sink hub. Along these lines, it is
not suitable to speak to an association as joined ("1") or
connectionless ("0"). Moreover, global data is restricted in
WSN of IA sensors exchange information in their “localworld”. Generally, weighted system and local-world
hypothesis is suitable to demonstrate WSN of IA. We
consider the vast scale WSN for static information
accumulation and event detection under the pennant of
Industrial application. It considers the balance routing of
energy distribution into account.In the second Section the
survey related research works has been done, in third and
final section the implementation of the multihop system is
done with a parallel assessment of the EHS switching,
energy consumption and data packet transmission using
the proposed control system
II.
WSN architecture and design issues
Dependent upon the application, various architectures and
configuration objectives/necessities have been considered
for sensor frameworks. Since the execution of a routing
protocol is immovably related to the building model,
around there we attempt to get basic issues and highlight
their proposals.
 Network dynamics: There are three principle
segments in a sensor system. These are the sensor
nodes, sink and monitored events. Beside the not very
many setups that use portable sensors [16], a large
portion of the system architectures accept that sensor
hubs are stationary. Then again, supporting the
versatility of sinks or cluster heads (gateways) is in
some cases regarded important. Routing messages
from or to moving hubs is all the more difficult since
route solidness turns into an imperative optimization
factor, notwithstanding vitality, transfer speed and so
forth. The detected occasion can be either dynamic or
static relying upon the application [17]. For example,

in an objective recognition/tracking application, the
occasion (marvel) is dynamic though forest monitoring
for ahead of schedule flame counteractive action is an
illustration of static occasions. Monitoring static events
permits the system to work in a reactive mode, just
producing traffic when reporting. Dynamic events in
many applications oblige intermittent reporting and
therefore produce huge movement to be routed to the
sink.
 Node deployment: Another thought is the topological
arrangement of hubs. This is application ward and
influences the execution of the routing protocol. The
deployment is either deterministic or self-sorting out.
In deterministic circumstances, the sensors are
physically set and information is routed through
foreordained ways. However in self sorting out
frameworks, the sensor hubs are scattered haphazardly
making a framework in a specially appointed way [18].
In that framework, the position of the sink or the
cluster head is likewise vital as far as vitality
proficiency and execution. At the point when the
dispersion of hubs is not uniform, ideal clustering turns
into a problem that is begging to be addressed to
empower vitality effective system operation.
 Energy considerations: During the formation of a
framework, the procedure of setting up the routes is
enormously impacted by vitality contemplations. Since
the transmission power of a remote radio is relative to
distance squared or considerably higher request in the
vicinity of impediments, multi- hop routing will
expend less vitality than direct correspondence. Be that
as it may, multi- hop routing presents critical overhead
for topology administration and medium access
control. Direct routing would perform all right if all the
hubs were near to the sink [18]. More often than not
sensors are scattered arbitrarily more than a range of
interest and multi- hop routing gets to be unavoidable
 Data delivery models: Depending on the utilization of
the sensor organize, the information conveyance model
to the sink can be consistent, event-driven, querydriven and hybrid [17]. In the persistent delivery
model, every sensor sends information occasionally. In
event-driven and query driven models, the transmission
of information is activated when an occasion happens
or an inquiry is created by the sink. A few systems
apply a hybrid model utilizing a blend of persistent,
event-driven
and
query-driven
information
conveyance. The routing protocol is exceedingly
affected by the information conveyance model,
particularly as to the minimization of vitality utilization
and route stability. Case in point, it has been concluded
in [19] that for a habitat monitoring application where
information is ceaselessly transmitted to the sink, a
hierarchical routing protocol is the most proficient
option. This is because of the way that such an
application creates noteworthy repetitive information
that can be collected on course to the sink,
subsequently lessening movement and sparing energy.

III.

Multi-hop Gossip Protocol
Gossiping[19] is a flagrant technique second hand to
disseminate impression adjacent a network. It is a
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quick simple, trivial to realize technique that could be
used for routing in WSNs not withstanding it does not
have problematic disadvantages one as,

V.

Results and Discussions

Implosion – When duplicated messages are sent to
the cognate node
Overlap – When two or in a superior way nodes stand
in one shoes the cognate observing point, they am
within one area sense the agnate event (phenomena) at
the alike time. As a show once and for all, brother
nodes feed duplicated messages
Resource blindness – Does not nick into application
the ready to be drawn energy resources.
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) – Based on the
retransmission of packets that have been detected to
be in error. Packets carry a checksum which is used
by the receiver to detect errors.
Gossiping[19] is an amendment of flooding
attempting to reduce certain disadvantages. Nodes do
not broadcast, alternately burn up the route by sending
only one copy of the packet to randomly selected best
neighbouring node who therefore receives the packet
and repeats the process. It is not as easily done to
bring about as the flooding gear and it takes longer for
the visit from the packet of messages across the
network.

Figure 2. The network simulated area for
heterogeneous network simulation
Figure 2 shows the cut out from the network simulation
run mode, where the red crosses are the macro users and
green circular point are the assigned EHS users there are
four EHS units located at each corner of the main macro
station, the EHS stations also inhabit the macro users who
are present in close range to the station when compared for
the threshold from the main station, this is controlled by
distance based strategy which reduces fading by
estimating the right path , if EHS is chosen the switching
of EHS users takes place when needed.

IV.
Implementation
In the proposed system the WSN system is analyzed with a
number of nodes spread randomly mimicking the natural
node deployment, the network then works like real sensing
transmitters which send data and keep the network busy,
this is followed by node routing based on energy
awareness of advance nodes and conventional node
switching, this system is evaluated using various metrics
like the number of EHS connected, total EHS used per
iterations and data transfer for active runs.
1.
2.

Designing of protocol parameter based on
gossiping system using priority on EHS node.
After completion of communication cycle the
network efficiency will be calculated on the basis
of :I.
EHS node versus duration time .
II.
Routing efficiency on the basis of total
network on line time.
III.
Maximum number of EHS used per
cycle communication.

Figure 3. The number of EHSs connected
and available
Figure 3 is analyzed for the available number of EHS
stations in every run, who will continue to work even in
the presence of macro, this is based on the low traffic data
and hence reduced energy consumption for the macro
users considered
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Figure 6 shows graphical analysis shows the energy
consumption by the users, the continous shift of the energy
readings is due to the user changes, theenergy spikes as
macro users increase and the EHS low power decrease

VI.

Figure 4. The number of EHSs switching
Figure 4 shows the switching taking place in the EHS
users when the probability of macro user concentration is
more on the basis of the energy consumption based
strategy, if needed energy bandwidth is high EHS are
switched off and in other conditions the system work
normally

Figure 5. The Data Transferred for all iterations
Figure 5 shows data communication in terms of received
packets is monitored by the means of changing switching
in EHS network and effected macro, when the packet
concentration drops the EHS users are switched and only
major macro concentration is present.

Figure 6.The Energy Consumed for all
iterationsunder EHS switching

Conclusion

In this proposed new approach for controlling the routing
of the WSN-EHS communication, this new method is
based on the problem of switching between the EHS and
conventional node system, in order to determine the best
configuration of the inter node head selection and
forwarding path selection criteria, this is improve as the
EHS are now triggered only when the specific threshold
criteria is meet with EHS above 50% charge limit and
Conventional node is fit of process all the data length. This
type of functioning reduces error due to random routing
based on efficient node selection with minimum cost to
transmission ratio.
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